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Aim

To provide knowledge of DMAIC

Objectives
By the end of the session you will be able to:

• Use the steps of DMAIC as a problem solving methodology
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The Need For C.I. ?

Lack of effective problem solving 
caused by a number of factors:

Incorrectly describing the problem, a clear thorough 
description is needed.

Hurrying up the process, steps are skipped to obtain a 
quick solution.

Poor Team participation, Not all team members get 
involved, may not consider all the causes of the 
problem.

No logical process, the team lacks a disciplined system 
to prioritise, analyse and review problems.

Lack of technical skills, team members are 

not trained in statistics and problem solving.

Management’s impatient, pressure causes 

an inadequate analysis.

Misidentifying a possible cause as a root 

cause, problem reoccurs because the root 

cause is not eliminated.

Not implementing permanent corrective 

action, root cause not identified also financial 

justification is required.

• When the skills of others would benefit the 

analysis of the problem

• When the knowledge of others would benefit the 

analysis of the problem

• When the input from a group will enable you to 

make the right decision

• When the problem affects a wider group

When to use a Team Approach

• Team Roles
– Facilitator
– Champion
– Scribe
– Timekeeper
– Team Member

• Identify who has the authority to give you any 
support you may need

Establish the Team Interpersonal skills required:

Commitment, full commitment from the team toward the 
end goal.

Communication, the ability to convey and appreciate 
information and ideas, feeling free to express their 
observations and ideas.

Meeting effectiveness, the ability to conduct and/or 
participate in meetings that share information, provide 
feedback, plan, solve problems and make decisions.

Leadership, inspire and support the team.

Recognition and feedback, non-judgemental self and 
others.

Consensus decision making, as a team.

Conflict resolution, manage differences, conflict is a normal 
healthy part of teamwork.
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Measure  - How big is the problem ?

Define  - What is the problem ?

Analyse  - What causes the problem ?

Improve  - Eliminate the causes 

Control  - Make the solutions stick

DMAIC
DEFINE the problem or desired improvement

Create a problem profile by asking the questions;

• What is wrong with what

• What similar process could be wrong but is not.

• Where locally or geographically is the problem – and 

where could it be but isn’t

• When did it first occur and how often does it come 

back

• How big is the problem 

Kipling and Open 

Questions

What is the problem ?

Why is it a problem?

Where is it a problem ?

How is it a problem ?  (Quality, Cost, Delivery, Safety, Morale and 

Management)

When is it a problem

Who is a problem for ?

Measure:    7 Quality Tools

• Stop B.M. doing administrative task

• Objective to not run out of stock and eliminate fire-fighting 

reaction

B.M. to stop 

administration function

Stop reactive fire-fightingFlow Chart

Scatter diagrams
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Kitchen

Presentation 1 1 1 3

Item has sent back by Guest 1 2 1 4

sg missing from plate 2 2

Wrong item 1 1 2

F&B 0

no/wrong table No. 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 14

Wrong Order 1 1 1 1 2 6

Missing allergy info 0

Other 2 2 4

Not clear information 2 2 1 2 1 8

0 0 1 2 3 6 3 0 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 2 0 0 0 2 7 43
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Histogram

Causes Effect

Problem/ 

Desired 

Improvement

Cause and Effect Diagram 

(Fishbone or Ishikawa)

Equipmen

t

Materials Methods

Measurement Environment People

A cause and effect diagram is a visual tool to identify, explore, and 
graphically display possible causes related to a problem or condition.

Run / Control chart

►

Observation and DILO Other sources of Data

• historical records (e.g. maintenance or shift logs)

• quality audits

• external sources

• Standard Operating procedures

• health and safety & environmental information

• designed and controlled trials

24

• Do you jump in and start treating the 
symptoms? Or do you stop to consider 
whether there's actually a deeper 
problem that needs your attention?

• If you only fix the symptoms – what you 
see on the surface – the problem will 
almost certainly happen again... which 
will lead you to fix it, again, and again, 
and again. 

Analyse:    Root cause

‘A relentless barrage of ‘why’s’ is 
the best way to prepare your mind 
to pierce the clouded veil of 
thinking caused by the status quo 
– use it often’             

- Shigeo Shingo

5 Why’s
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Ask your partner Why are 

you here ?   

…………………………   

Until you find something 

new about them

Titanic 

Sank

Ship hit 

Iceberg

Titanic 

Sank

Ship hit 

Iceberg
Opening 

in the hull

Water 

filled the 

hull

why ?      because        

1 Why 

3 Whys 

why ?         because        why ?           because        why ?        because            

why ?       because        why ?        because   why ?      because      why ?           

because     why ? 
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Management

Design

5 Whys 

Brainstorming Method

1. State the problem

2. Each person to present ideas

3. Record the ideas without judgement

4. Check for clarification if needed

5. Examine each idea in turn

6. Group the ideas, move forward

• This is a process that involves everybody

• Each person will throw up an idea for what 

could be causing or contributing to the 

problem. 

• Keep going till ideas are exhausted.

• There are no bad ideas.

• What seems like a daft idea could provide the 

spark that makes someone think of what 

could be the root cause

Brainstorming Rules for Brainstorming

During Idea Collection

•No Criticism

•‘Free Wheeling’ welcome

•Quantity is needed

•Don’t fear repetition

•No questions during session

•State ideas quickly

•No enlargement needed

•Don’t mind stating the obvious

•Combine and improve on others

•Don’t fear repetition

During the Assessment phase

•Only criticise the idea, not the person

Causes Effect

Problem/ 

Desired 

Improvement

Equipmen

t
Materials Methods

Measurement Environment People

A cause and effect diagram is a visual tool to 
identify, explore, and graphically display possible 
causes related to a problem or condition.

Cause and Effect Diagram 

(Fishbone or Ishikawa)

•The cause & effect matrix prioritises the possible 

causes of the problem/ defect

•The possible causes should be investigated and 

verified

•From this potential solutions can be generated

•The potential solutions must be evaluated

Solutions
Prioritisation

Evaluate all the potential solutions considering the 

following:

• Operational Effectiveness

• Ease of implementation

• Timescale for implementation

• Financial Impact

• Functionality of the system

• Environmental Impact

• Staffing Implications

• Quality Implications

• Conformity with Company Policies

• Health and Safety Implications

• Customer delivery implications
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For a desired
Improvement in the way 

you do something

PLAN

ACT
Adopt the improvement

as a normal way 

of doing things           

(or abandon)

CHECK

Whether the planned 

improvement has 

worked

DO

Trying out the
planned improvement

IMPROVE – test solution, get authorisation and implement a 

corrective action

Team Charter / DMAIC Worksheet

Project Name: Target Completion Date: 14th November 2016

Team Name: Actual Completion Date:

Project/Process 

Definition:

Goals / Measurements / Objectives:

Cost: (ie: Inventory, Manufacturing, etc.)

Quality:  (ie: Turnbacks, Escapes, SRR, etc.)

Customer Sat: (ie: Delivery Performance,et c.)

Process Starting Point:

Process Ending Point: Est Savings: "Hard" (P&L) & "Soft" (Cost 

Avoidance/ Risk Reduction)

Macro Process Steps: 1

(Define) 2
Non-Financial 

Expectations:

3

4

5 Best Practices:

6

7

8

Major Known Process Problems / 

Turnbacks / Escapes: 1
Process / Project Owner:

2

Process / Project Sponsor:

3

4
Team Member(s) Name(s):

5

6

DMAIC (systematic approach) Progress:

NOTE: Type a lower case 'a' to get the check mark

a Define a Measure a Analyze a Improve a Control

Develop business case for project Define Customer and Business needs Analyze current costs / potential savings Benchmark as needed Implement improvements / Mistake 

Proofs

Identify owner Define critical Input, Process, and Output 

measures

Perform waste analysis on "As Is" 

process

Develop / select alternative solutions Update Standard Work 

Define Team Charter Benchmark as needed Understand process variation Map "To Be" process Monitor metrics (process & customer) to 

verify improvement

Select team & team leader Establish MFA data collection method Perform root cause analysis on problems Develop action plan Document savings

Set team norms Gather data Management review Share lessons learned

Define process start & end Pilot (try out) solutions and validate 

improvement

ID potential future projects

Define process Inputs & Outputs

Determine customer requirements

Map "As Is" current process

Benchmark

CONTROL and communicate new procedures 

Prevent reoccurrence and sustain the 

improvement/solution, 

Implement controls and procedures like 

• Regular audits, 

• SPC (Statistical Process Control) 

• Modify Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s)

• Improve Visual Management

• Training

• Fool Proofing

• Lesson Learnt
40

Measure  - How big is the problem ?

Define  - What is the problem ?

Analyse  - What causes the problem ?

Improve  - Eliminate the causes 

Control  - Make the solutions stick

DMAIC

43

Aim

To provide knowledge of DMAIC

Objectives
By the end of the session you will be able to:

• Use the steps of DMAIC as a problem solving methodology
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